Snapshots of History
Teacher’s pack
Thank you for booking a Snapshots of History workshop. This workshop allows your pupils to engage and interact with our Stratosphere
Chamber exhibit, and use creative English, drama, and technical skills
to write, act, film, and edit short films inside the Stratosphere Chamber
using iPads. This is a Full Day workshop lasting from 10am to 2pm..
Visit content
The day is split up into three activities the engage learning in different
ways: 1. Storyboarding, where the students in groups create and develop characters, a storyline, a setting, and a plot. 2. Filming, where
the groups act, direct, and film scenes using iPads. 3. Editing, where
the groups edit their filmed scenes together and show it to the class.

Subject links
English
History
Science
Art & Design

Things to be aware of when writing your risk assessment


We are a working museum - please ensure children do not stray
behind barriers



Please take care on or near the roadways around the site



The River Wey runs along the edge of the site



Brooklands is a historic site and the ground is uneven in places



Please visit the shop in small groups



Please observe safety signs, especially those that ask you not to
touch (some of our exhibits have live engines)



Adults with the group are responsible for the pupils while on site
and must supervise the children in their care.



We expect a good standard of behaviour from school visitors and
any poor behaviour may result in your school being asked to leave

Tips for a successful visit








Return your completed booking form as soon as possible
Book a free pre-visit to familiarise yourself with the site and write a
risk assessment
Introduce the children to the topics and objects you will see at the
Museum, using the optional pre-visit classroom activities.
Familiarise yourself with your timetable of the day and brief all
adults to ensure they can attend the correct activity at the correct
time.
Ensure you gather any necessary materials needed for your visit.
We will only provide materials where stated.
Contact us if you have any queries or need to change an aspect of
your visit.
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Key Curriculum Links
English

Work and discuss ideas as part of a team to make a film (KS2)

Writing for a range of contexts including scripts and storyboard
(KS2 & KS3)
Art & Design

Produce creative narrative work and improvise a play involving
acting, filming, and editing skills (KS2 & KS3)

Use a range of artistic techniques and media including digital technology (KS3)
History

Research a significant local and national historic site post-1066
(KS2 & KS3)

Research a WW2 historic site (KS3)

Suggested pre-visit activities
This workshop can be used as an introduction to, or reinforcement of, creative
writing and performing and can also feed into local history and science studies.
We recommend using the workshop to inspire work at school before and after your
visit. Here are some in-classroom activities you may want to try before the visit to
the museum:
Brooklands Timeline Activity
Recommended length: 20 -30 mins.
Equipment needed: Pens, Pencils, Colouring Pencils, Timeline Fact Sheet, Timeline Activity Sheet
This activity gives the class an opportunity to develop their historical enquiry skills
to investigate parts of the museum site and collection that they may wish to use to
inform and include in their films. The act of reading, drawing, and copying down
information will help reinforce some of the most important and interesting parts of
the museum, and get them thinking about what has happened during Brooklands’
history. The activity also encourages a sharing of ideas at the end, to demonstrate
how a historical perspective is constructed using different sources.
The students are given the ‘Fact Sheets’ and ‘Timeline Sheet’ (next 3 pages), The
students will need to look through the fact sheet to fill in the blank timeline sheet,
using historical enquiry skills to pick out relevant information. They do this by
drawing pictures of the locations and vehicles, and picking out an interesting fact
about each. The teacher then can go through the activity with the class, by either
filling out a blank timeline or writing a on the whiteboard, but using examples given
by different members within the class.

Suggested pre-visit activities
Storyboard Activity
Recommended length: 30-60 mins
Equipment needed: Pens, Pencils, blank notepaper/exercise books, Storyboard
activity sheet, Blank Storyboard sheet (print as many as required)
This activity requires the class to be split into the groups that they will be working in
at the museum. The storyboarding activity feeds into what they will be doing at the
start of the workshop at the museum, familiarising students with making storyboards and scripts. This activity will give the groups a chance to decide what roles
they would like to take in making the film and to discuss their ideas
Teacher talks through what a storyboard is (using the storyboard activity sheet) so
students understand what a storyboard is and why it is used. The class splits into
groups of no more than six students.. Each group discusses ideas and subjects for
their film, using the information they have gained from the Timeline activity. The
group then uses their writing skills to put together a rough storyboard of their favourite ideas. There are guidelines for this in ‘Storyboard activity sheet’ if they get
stuck. This activity encourages them to plan and plot their ideas out as a group before they start to storyboard scenes and write scripts during the workshop at the
museum. At the end of the lesson the teacher can encourage each group to share
their ideas with the rest of the class.

What is a Storyboard?
One thing most filmmakers do before starting to write and plan the film is to storyboard their ideas. This
gives the filmmaking team an idea of what their ideas may look like in film. After discussing with the group
what you want your film to be about, it is a good idea to draw some simple storyboards to plan out how some
of the film may look, so you can tell whether or not it will look good. This helps you see how your idea will
look on film.
Who uses Storyboards?
The main person who uses Storyboards is the Director. During filming the Director needs to know what the
scene is meant to look like so he/she can give instruction to the actors on what to do and where to stand.
When you make your film, one of you will need to be the Assistant Director, and help the Director by showing them the Storyboards. When you visit the museum you will be making more storyboards the plan out
each scene that you want to put in your film.
How do I make a Storyboard?
Using the blank storyboards your teacher has given you, discuss and draw some of the ideas you may have.
Look at the example below to give you an idea of what to do. You do not need to be good at drawing – simple stick figures will do!
Example Storyboard
This Storyboard shows ideas for what the scene should look like, along with writing underneath that says
where the camera should be, what it should be filming, and what the actors are doing.

Example Storyboard

The second part of the storyboard
shows what the scenes look like in
the finished film.

